The Cabinet
to its death. No Cabinet can fail to take its complexion
fronrwhat he is and does in its direction. That is not to
say that he is its master in the sense in which the American
President is master of his colleagues. The British Prime
Minister is more than primus inter pares, but less than an
autocrat. He has, as we shall see, very considerable
personal powers; but the condition of their effective
exercise is, overwhelmingly, that he should be able to
persuade and not to coerce; and* the condition of success
in that persuasion is pretty effectively dependent upon the
success of his Government. No doubt he can always
compel the resignation of any colleague; but the famous
dismissal of Lord Palmerston by Lord John Russell in
1851 is only one instance of many which go to show that
the Prime Minister's compulsions are the Prime Minister's
perils. It is not merely^ as Mr. lioyd George has said,
that there is no -generosity at the top; there is always
someone willing, and even eager, to take his place. It is
even more true that a Prime Minister maintains his
leadership of his party by the atmosphere 4of success which
surrounds his policy; and nothing so injures the appear-
ance of success as constant changes by way of resignation
in the team that he drives.
In theory the choice of a Prime Minister rests within
the discretion of the monarch; in practice, of course, that
discretion is severely limited by the necessities of party
politics. Where, for instance, the Government has been
beaten, and the Opposition has its own appointed leader,
the King has no practical alternative but to offer him the
post. Or, it may be, as on the resignation of Lord Baldwin
*n I937> b^ party and public opinion is so clear as to
who is his proper successor that the King must follow the
drift of that opinion. For he knows that, in such circum-
stances, it is wholly unlikely that any other nominee will
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